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Species in relation to climate change

Long-lived climate forcers

Well-mixed greenhouse gases

Short-lived climate forcers (SLCF)

• SLCF species are gases and particles that affect the climate.

• They have lifetimes in the atmosphere of a few days to a decade.

• The impacts of SLCF species on climate are complex; some of the

species warm and others cool the climate

Short-lived climate pollutants (SLCP)

Many of the SLCF are also air pollutants.
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Radiative forcing of climate 
change by emitted species



SLCF with warming effect on the climate
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• Emitted only by combustion

• Fraction of PM2.5, aggregate of small 

carbon spheres (10-50 nm)

• Refractory � vaporization  T ~4000 K

• Water insoluble

CLIMATE: Strong absorption of VIS radiation, 

with warming impact of 460-1,500 times 

stronger than CO2 per unit of mass

HEALTH:

• BC particles can reach the alveolar region.

• They can also carry toxic chemical species 

(PAH) deposited onto their porous surface 

Black carbon particles

Source: Steven Rogak (UBC-Canada)

BC is a good tracer of vehicle exhausts



BC emission= 6.6 million tonnes



• BC is an interesting SLCF because it is regionally important and 

offers  some  synergy  between  air  quality  and  climate  policies.

• BC is the only particulate with warming effects, mitigation is not 

so easy since other species are often co-emitted. Therefore, 

uniform elimination of all emissions from black-carbon-rich 

sources could lead to no change in climate warming.

• There is still a large uncertainty in the radiative and climate effects 

by SLCF, including BC.

• Monitoring of SLCFs is needed as well as the evolution of their 

emissions to progress towards the goals of the Paris Agreement.

Challenges related to SLCF reduction
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